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Short Description
With only 6 months to graduate, Vinh Giang left his degree in commerce and law to
become an online magic teacher ultimately building a hugely successful online business,
52kards, which now serves over 800,000 students all around the world. This earned him
the award of Top Young Entrepreneur in Australia.

About



With only 6 months to
graduate, Vinh Giang left his degree in commerce and law to become an online magic
teacher ultimately building a hugely successful online business, 52kards, which now
serves over 800,000 students all around the world. This earned him the award of Top
Young Entrepreneur in Australia.

Why Vinh Giang?

Entrepreneur who knows what it takes to lead and sell ideas
Young Entrepreneur of the Year and award-winning magician
He shares 3 key business ideas and demonstrates them using the art of magic with
on-stage audience participation
By creating a fun and highly entertaining atmosphere of illusion, each key
business concept is driven home in a truly profound and creative manner.
Each keynote is carefully crafted performance creating the most powerful
emotional experience for attendees making the conference theme stick in the
minds of the audience members longa after the event.

Vinh Giang’s real magic journey began when he finally understood what Robert Houdin
(an amazing magician) meant when he said: “A magician is an actor playing the part of
the magician.” Once Vinh understood the meaning behind this quote, he focused all his
energy on studying the art of performance and not the art of presentation. He has spent
the last 15 years mastering the art of performance-enhanced communication, helping
thousands of professionals worldwide to learn these skills.

https://shop.52kards.com/


Vinh is also the CEO of Luminary Productions which produces exceptional video for
individuals and companies all around the globe.  Vinh’s presentation will bring out the
magic in you!

Here is a link to his video -  https://youtu.be/r0Gf37A-vsY

His fee for up to 60 minutes is $25,000 + $2,750 USD Travel Fee**

**Plus customer provides two (2) king size, non-smoking hotel rooms – 1 for Vinh and 1
for his magic handler – for 2 nights hotel GUARANTEED on their Master Account

Videos

Contact/Quote
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Requirements
Engagement
Price Range $25K to $50K
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